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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Eastern Cape Department of Education, Curriculum Chief Directorate in collaboration with the District Curriculum Personnel, developed this document to 
support the teachers in their planning, teaching and assessment in the implementation of NCS in the GET Band. 
 
This document contains exemplars of learning programmes, unpacking of assessment standards, lesson exemplars and assessment tasks for Grades 4-9. 
The purpose of the document is to give the necessary guidelines for the preparation for teaching at the beginning of a new year.  
 
This document must be used together with National Curriculum Statement, National Assessment Guideline document, Provincial Assessment Guideline 
Document and the Content demarcation and work schedule document. 
 
Learning Programmes Exemplar 
 
A learning programme is a phase-long plan that serves as a framework for planning, organizing and managing classroom practices over a three-year period.  
 
Teachers can adapt this learning programme and use it as a template for developing their lesson plans and work schedules for the year, or use it to evaluate 
the learning programme(s) they have already compiled. It gives additional support and guidance to teachers. It specifies the scope for teaching, learning and 
assessment for the phase and provides for the “structured and systematic arrangement of activities that promote the achievement of learning outcomes and 
assessment standards for the phase”. 
 
This exemplar is only an illustration of how planning may be done. It is not prescribed, nor is it perfect. Teachers cannot use these programmes without 
adapting them to suit the needs of the learners.  
 
Please refer to the Teacher’s Guide for the Development of Learning Programmes for further assistance in using and developing the planning documents. 
 
The lesson exemplars must be adapted to suit the particular needs of the learners with the inclusion of additional activities, assessment details and tools for 
assessment. 
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LEARNING PROGRAMME FOR INTERMEDIATE PHASE GRADE 4-6 
 
 
LOs and ASs GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 
LO 1: Learners will able to 
act confidently on curiosity 
about natural phenomena, 
and to investigate 
relationships and solve 
problems in scientific, 
technological and 
environmental contexts. 
 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations 
and collects data. 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings 
 
 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING 
SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE: 
The learner will know and be 
able to interpret and apply 
scientific, technological and 
environmental knowledge. 
AS: Recalls meaningful 
information when needed:  
AS: Categorizes information. 
AS: Interprets information: 
(Grade 6) 
 

Life and Living (Content) 
 
Water: The important role of water in the 
ecosystem 
The impact of water shortage and water 
quality(make a water filter, make rain 
gauge and measure rainfalls, recall 
information about consequences of water 
shortages or polluted water,  describe 
how indigenous cultures kept water safe 
and pure in the past) 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires 
 
 
 
Resources 

Life and Living(Content) 
 
Ecosystems-biotic actors-plants, 
animals-producers, consumers-
primary and secondary, 
decomposers 
Abiotic factors-water, air, soil, 
temperature and their effects on 
biotic factors 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information 
in different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes 
and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Mathematics  
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resources 

Life and Living(Content) 
 
Explore ecosystem-different types of 
ecosystems e.g. grass land, Karoo, 
valley bush-veld,  rocky shore, pond, 
dam, rivers 
Food chains and food webs. 
  
How animals move-vertebrates and 
invertebrates-locust, snail, earthworm, 
crab. 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Mathematics  
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
 
 
 
Resources 
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L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY 
AND THE ENVIRONMENT: 
The learner will be able to 
demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
interrelationships between 
science and technology, 
society and the 
environment. 
 
AS: Understands science and 
technology in the context of 
history and indigenous 
knowledge. 
AS: Understands the impact of 
science and technology on the 
environment and people’s life 
AS: Recognising bias in 
science and technology which 
impacts on people’s lives 
 
 

Water, coke bottle, 
Cardboard, pair of scissors 
Measuring cylinder 
 
Content 
 
Living things-characteristics, 
Green plants-parts of the plant, functions 
of the various parts, factors that help 
plants to grow-(water, sunlight, soil, air) 
Differences between plants and animals. 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
 
Technology: 
LO:3 Society and environment 
 
Resources 
Plants, pot plants, cuttings, different 
types of leaves, posters 
 
Content 
 
Sun as a source of energy. 
Animals cannot make their own food-
feeding habits of different animals 
(herbivores& carnivores), types of food, 
food groups and healthy living, balanced 
diet. 
Integration 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 

Plants, leaves, microscopic slides, 
microscope, charts, pictures 
 
 
Content 
 
Adaptation of plants to various 
climatic conditions-dry land/desert, 
marshy/wet land 
 Adaptations of animals in their 
habitats- dry land/desert, marshy/wet 
land 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information 
in different ways 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
 
Resources 
Food specimens, pictures, charts, 
video presentations to show 
adaptations of animals etc 
 
Content 
 
Food relationships in the 
ecosystems-simple food chains 
 
Compare habitats of different 
animals and adaptations 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 

Plants, leaves, pictures, charts 
 
 
 
Content 
 
Nutrition in animals-heterotrophs- 
herbivores, carnivores, omnivores, 
saprophytes, parasites 
 
Integration 
 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions  
 
Resources 
Food specimens, pictures, charts, etc. 
 
Content 
 
Digestive system in humans-different 
parts and functions 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Life Orientation 
LO1: Health Promotions 
 
Resources 
Charts, models, pictures 
 
Content 
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Life Orientation 
LO1: Health Promotion 
 
Resources 
Pictures, plants, different types of food 
 
 
Content 
 
Vegetative reproduction-growing new 
plants from cuttings  
New plants grown from cuttings e.g. 
stem, leaf etc 
 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Life Orientation 
LO1: Health Promotion 
Resources:  
Plant specimens/cutting 
 
CONTENT 
Different habitats of animals-vertebrates 
and invertebrates and the characteristics 
to adapt to these habitats. 
Integration 
LANGUAGES 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, books, videos, internet 
 
 
 

skills 
 
Resources 
School ground, garden, veld 
 
 
Content 
 
Sense organs and its functions 
 
Languages 
 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information 
in different ways 
Life Orientation 
LO1: Health Promotions 
 
Resources 
Models, Pictures, Charts, health 
professionals. 
Pamphlets 

 
Animals living together in a variety of 
social patterns-colonies (bees, ants), 
packs, prides, troops, herds,etc. with 
examples 
 
Integration 
 
LANGUAGES 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
 
Resources 
 
Charts, diagrams, books, etc. 
School ground, garden, veld 
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LO 1: Learners will able to 
act confidently on curiosity 
about natural phenomena, 
and to investigate 
relationships and solve 
problems in scientific, 
technological and 
environmental contexts. 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations 
and collects data 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings 
 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING 
SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE: the 
learner will know and be 
able to interpret and apply 
scientific, technological and 
environmental knowledge. 
AS: Recalls meaningful 
information:  
AS: Categorizes information. 
AS: Interprets information:  
 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY 
AND THE ENVIRONMENT: 
the learner will be able to 
demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
interrelationships between 
science and technology, 
society and the 
environment. 
 
 

 
Matter and materials 
Content 
Three phases of matter-solids, liquids & 
gases. (examples: ice, water & water 
vapor) 
Melting temperature & boiling 
temperature 
Water cycle(clouds,rain,hail, and snow) 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
Resources 
Water ,ice cubes, glass jar, containers, 
spirit lamp 
Thermometer 
Content 
Temporary and permanent changes to 
materials 
Integration 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Resources 
Salt, sugar, water, candle, Wood, paper, 
plastic, plasticine, elastic, spring 
 

 
Matter and materials 
Content 
Substances  that dissolve in water  
( sugar, salt, coffee), solutions, pure 
substances, impure substances, 
mixtures and compounds 
Integration 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes 
and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Resources 
Books, sugar, salt, coffee, sand, 
beans Samples of pure and impure 
substances 
Content 
Separation of mixtures- sorting, 
filtration, magnetic and non magnetic 
substances 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information 
in different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes 
and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Mathematics  
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires 
Resources 
Different mixtures 
Science kit 
 
 
  

 
Matter and materials 
Content 
Heating effect of substances 
Temporary changes and permanent 
changes 
Contraction, and expansion 
Integration 
Resources 
Books, electricity kits, magnets spring, 
ring and ball, metal strips, round 
bottomed flask, balloons etc 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
LO:3 Society and environment 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
Content 
Melting, evaporation condensation and 
solidification 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
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AS: Understands science and 
technology in the context of 
history and indigenous 
knowledge. 
AS: Understands the impact of 
science and technology on the 
environment and people’s life 
AS: Recognising bias in 
science and technology which 
impacts on people’s lives 
 
 

 
 
 

Resources 
Water, ice cubes  
Different types of solids 
 
Content 
Solubility of substances-solvents, solutes 
Rate of solubility(Effects of heating, 
stirring, powdering) 
Properties of materials-hardness, 
flexibility, thermal conductivity & electrical 
conductivity 
Integration 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and skills 
Resources 
Science kit, water, ice cubes, metals 
Content 
The density of substances-mass, 
volume, units of measurements 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Resources 
Science kit, measuring cylinder, beaker, 
balance 

LO 1: Learners will able to 
act confidently on curiosity 
about natural phenomena, 
and to investigate 
relationships and solve 
problems in scientific, 
technological and 

Energy and change  
 
Content 
 
Energy –what is energy 
Types of energy-heat energy, light 
energy 

 
Energy and change  
 
Content 
 
Use of energy 
Systems which store energy-Energy 

 
Energy and change 
 Content 
 
Systems which store energy- Electric 
cells, stretched springs, 
Food and chemicals 
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environmental contexts. 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings 
 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING 
SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE: the 
learner will know and be 
able to interpret and apply 
scientific, technological and 
environmental knowledge. 
AS: Recalls meaningful 
information:  
AS: Categorizes information. 
AS: Interprets information: 
(Grade 6) 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY 
AND THE ENVIRONMENT: 
the learner will be able to 
demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
interrelationships between 
science and technology, 
society and the 
environment. 
AS: Understands science and 
technology in the context of 
history and indigenous 
knowledge. 
AS: Understands the impact of 
science and technology on the 
environment and people’s life 
AS: Recognising bias in 
science and technology which 
impacts on people’s lives 

 Sources of energy-wind, fire, sun, 
animals, falling water 
Energy from electrical source. 
Safety rules for using energy. 
 
 Integration 
 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and skills 
 
Resources 
Lighter ,radiometer, candles, paper 
 

from food -chemical energy 
Solar energy 
Safety rules for using energy 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information 
in different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes 
and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Science kit 
 

Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
 
Resources 
Science kits 
Electric circuit 
 
Content 
 
Transfer of energy-resistors-bulbs, 
heating wires, solenoids, motors 
Conductors, non-conductors, cells, main 
supply 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
 
Technology 
LO:3 Society and environment 
 
Resources 
Electric circuit 
Different types of solids 
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 Content 
 
Energy transfers through-expansion, 
contraction, melting, evaporation, 
condensation, solidification. 
 
Integration 
 
 Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
Mathematics  
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Science kit 
 
 
Content 
 
Sound-transfer of energy by vibration 
through solid, liquid or gas  
Integration 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
Resources 
 
Turning forks, stringed musical  
instruments 
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LO1: Learners will able to 
act confidently on curiosity 
about natural phenomena, 
and to investigate 
relationships and solve 
problems in scientific, 
technological and 
environmental contexts. 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations 
and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings 
 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING 
SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE: the 
learner will know and be 
able to interpret and apply 
scientific, technological and 
environmental knowledge. 
AS: Recalls meaningful 
information:  
AS: Categorizes information. 
AS: Interprets information: 
(Grade 6) 
 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY 
AND THE ENVIRONMENT: 
the learner will be able to 
demonstrate an 
understanding of the 

 
Planet Earth and Beyond 
 
Content 
  
Solar system 
Planet earth in the solar system-sun, 
inner planets outer planets 
Day and night 
Rotation of earth on its axis 
Moon and its shape –quarter, half and 
full moon. 
 
Integration 
 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
 
Resources 
Charts, pictures, model, maps, text 
books 
 
Content 
 
Earth –solid rocks, soil, water, gases in 
the atmosphere 
Weather changes, seasons 
The planets, Continents, oceans 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 

 
Planet Earth and Beyond  
 
Content 
 
Sun, moon, earth 
Weather-temperature, wind 
direction, speed, precipitation 
Annual seasonal changes 
Changes in rainfall, average wind 
direction 
 
Integration 
 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
 
Resources 
 
Models, charts, newspapers, 
magazines 
Books, charts, diagrams, etc 
Content 
 
Length of day and night 
Average maximum and minimum 
temperatures 
Integration 
 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 

 
Planet Earth and Beyond  
Content 
Weather in different parts of the country, 
seasons in relation to the rotation of 
earth 
Effect of different climate on habitats 
 
Integration 
 
Social Science: LO1 
 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, 
Newspapers, magazines 
 
Content 
Shape and position of moon-cultural 
beliefs, traditions and special occasions 
Stars-position over the year 
Recognition of stars by different cultures 
Names of star patterns 
Stars for navigation and for calendars 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
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interrelationships between 
science and technology, 
society and the 
environment. 
 
AS: Understands science and 
technology in the context of 
history and indigenous 
knowledge. 
AS: Understands the impact of 
science and technology on the 
environment and people’s life 
AS: Recognising bias in 
science and technology which 
impacts on people’s lives 
 
 

LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
 
Resources 
World map, videos, books 
 

Languages: 
LO5 Thinking and reasoning 
 
Resources 
Books,  library, internet, worksheets 
 
Content 
 
Water cycle-hydrosphere, 
atmosphere and lithosphere  
Erosion, Land forms 
Composition of soil-weathered rocks 
Formation of soil 
Properties of soil 
Water retention 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information 
in different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes 
and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
LO:3society and environment 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, soil samples, water, 
sandstone 

LO:3 Society and environment 
Resources 
Books, newspapers, 
Internet. 
 
Content 
 
Different types of rocks-igneous, 
sedimentary and metamorphic types 
Origin of rocks 
History of rocks 
 
Integration 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and skills 
Languages: 
LO5 Thinking and reasoning 
Resources 
Samples of different types of rocks 
Content 
 
Water resources 
Catchment areas 
Care and management of catchment 
areas 
Factors affecting the quality of water 
resources and catchment areas 
Fossils 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5:Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO:3 Society and environment 
Resources 
Books, library, internet 
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LEARNING PROGRAMME FOR SENIOR PHASE GRADE 7-9 
 

LOS and ASs Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 
 
LO1: Scientific investigation 
 
AS: Plans investigations 
As: Conducts investigations and 
collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings: 
 
LO 2:CONSTRUCTING  SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE  
 
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Categorizes information. 
AS: Interprets information:  
AS: Applies knowledge: 
 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science as a 
human endeavour. 
AS: Understands sustainable use of 
the earth’s resources: 

 
Life and living 
 
Content 
 
Different food types-proteins, fats, 
carbohydrates, minerals, vitamins, 
water. 
Absorption of food 
Requirements for photosynthesis 
Storage organs in plants-roots, 
stem, leaves  
 
Integration 
 
Social Sciences 
LO 1: Identifies and selects a 
variety of geographical and 
environmental sources relevant to 
an enquiry 
Life Orientation  
LO 1: Health promotion 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
 
 
 
 

 
Life and living 
 
Content 
 
Photosynthesis, 
Importance of photosynthesis, 
Requirements for 
photosynthesis 
Process of photosynthesis 
 
Integration 
 
Social Sciences 
LO 1: Identifies and selects a 
variety of geographical and 
environmental sources relevant 
to an enquiry 
Life Orientation  
LO 1: Health promotion 
Plans an action in which laws 
and/or policies for protecting 
environmental health are 
applied to address an 
environmental health issue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Life and living 
 
Content 
 
Photosynthesis-requirements and 
products of photosynthesis, the 
chemistry of photosynthesis, structure 
of leaves suitable for photosynthesis, 
Energy transfer in an ecosystem. 
Cell as the basic unit of life: Structure 
and functions of different organelles in 
plant and animal cells, comparison of 
plant and animal cell, unicellular, multi-
cellular-examples 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
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Resources 
Books, pictures 
School grounds 
Different types of food 
 
Content 
 
Interaction in the environment-
ecosystems-food chain ,food web 
Classification of animals-
vertebrates and invertebrates-
different classes, 
Characteristics 
 
Integration 
 
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
LO 2: Measurement 
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, models 
 
Content 
 
Cells: animal and plant cell - 
structure and functions 
 
Integration 
Social Sciences 
LO 1: Identifies and selects a 
variety of geographical and 
environmental sources relevant to 
an enquiry 
 
LO 3: Exploring issues 

Resources 
Charts, pictures, models,  
Leaves, science kit 
 
 
Content 
 
Life processes-nutrition, 
digestion, respiration, excretion, 
circulation  
healthy living-Obesity, diseases 
 
Integration 
 
Life Orientation  
LO 1: Health promotion 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
 
Resources 
Charts. pictures, diagrams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
Energy flow in an ecosystem 
Food relationships-food chains 
and food webs 
Competition, predators 
Balance of ecosystem 
Decomposition 

Resources 
Plants, leaves, microscopic slides, 
microscope 
Variegated leaves, iodine solution 
 
 
 
Content 
 
Tissues, organs, and systems in plants 
and animals 
Human Reproduction: Fusion of sex 
cells, Development of foetus in 
mother’s womb and parental care 
Sexually transmitted diseases including 
HIV and AIDS 
Diseases-diabetes, heart diseases, 
preventive measures 
 
Interactions in the environment-
pollution-water, air, land 
Role of man in the environment, 
recycling of matter, nutrient cycles. 
 
Integration 
 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
Languages: 
LO5 Thinking and reasoning 
 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, 
Newspapers, magazines 
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Resources 
Pictures, charts, models 
 
Content 
 
Life processes-breathing system, 
excretion-elimination of waste, 
Importance of water-kidney, skin, 
stomata 
Circulatory system-structure and 
functions. 
Integration 
 
Social Sciences 
LO 3: Exploring issues 
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, models 
 
Content 
 
Reproduction in plants-pollination 
fertilization, fruits and seeds 
 
Integration 
Social Sciences 
LO 1: Identifies and selects a 
variety of geographical and 
environmental sources relevant to 
an enquiry 
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, models 
 

Animal behavior patterns-
feeding, reproduction 
Taking care of the environment-
plants, vegetables, 
Medicinal plants 
 
 
Integration 
 
Economics and management 
sciences 
 
LO 2: Sustainable growth and 
development 
AS: Investigates how the RDP 
could have been used to 
stimulate economic growth and 
restructuring  
Social Sciences 
 
LO 3: Exploring issues 
AS: Identifies challenges to 
societies and settlements 
associated with the use and 
abuse of people and natural 
resources [identifies the issue]. 
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts,  
Specimens, plants, soil 
 
Content 
 
Adaptation of organisms in the 
ecosystems- vertebrates, 
invertebrates 
 
 

Charts, pictures, internet 
 
Content 
 
Malnutrition and deficiency diseases. 
 
Systems in human body 
Respiratory system 
Excretory system 
Reaction of oxygen with food releases 
energy in the cells of living things 
 
Variation in organisms: 
Species 
Natural selection and extinction-
extinction of species through human 
activities and through natural events 
Conservation of wild life and protection 
of endangered species 
Loss of biodiversity 
Alien plants 
 
Integration 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Food specimens, pictures, charts,  
Health professionals 
 
Books, newspapers, internet 
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Integration 
Social Sciences 
LO 1: Identifies and selects a 
variety of geographical and 
environmental sources relevant 
to an enquiry 
Social Sciences 
LO 3: Exploring issues 
AS: Investigates possible ways 
of reducing resource 
consumption. 
AS: Makes suggestions to guide 
in sustainable living practices. 
 
Resources  
Charts, pictures, specimens 
 
 
 
 

Content 
Maintenance of ecosystem 
Food chains and food webs 
Role of bacteria in biological changes 
Adaptation of different organisms in the 
ecosystems 
Recycling of matter in the ecosystems 
 
Integration 
 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
Social Sciences 
LO 1: Identifies and selects a variety of 
geographical and environmental 
sources relevant to an enquiry 
LO 3: Exploring issues 
AS: Investigates possible ways of 
reducing resource consumption. 
AS: Makes suggestions to guide in 
sustainable living practices. 
Resources 
Natural habitats 

LO1: Scientific investigation 
AS: Plans investigations 
As: Conducts investigations and 
collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings: 
 
LO 2:CONSTRUCTING  SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
 
AS: Categorizes information. 
 

 
 
Matter and Materials 
 
Content 
 
Different types of solutions 
Solubility-solvent, solute. 
Phases of matter-properties-
physical changes-melting, 
evaporation, condensation, 
solidification, diffusion, and heating 
by conduction 

 
Matter and Materials 
 
Content 
 
The particle model of matter-
neutrons and electrons 
atoms and molecules 
Introduction to periodic table 
Elements and compounds 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning  

 
Matter and Materials 
 
Content 
 
Properties and uses of matter-
states/phases 
Useful gases-oxygen, hydrogen, 
carbon-dioxide 
The particle model of matter-atoms and 
molecules 
Balancing of equations 
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AS: Interprets information:  
 
AS: Applies knowledge: 
 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science as a 
human endeavour. 
 
AS: Understands sustainable use of 
the earth’s resources 
 

crystalline structure/ 
compressibility/ non-compressibility 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning  
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements 
LO 2: Measurement 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements  
AS: Calculates, by selecting and 
using appropriate formulae: 
AS: Estimates, compares, 
measures 
 
Resources 
Different types of solutions, heating 
equipments, beaker, salt, sugar, 
copper sulphate etc 
 
 
 
 
Content 
 
Acids and bases, indicators 
Household acids and bases, salts 
and neutral solutions 
Reactions and changes of 
materials-acids and bases-
characteristics, 
Household acids & bases 
Indicators 
Neutralization 

Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements 
LO 2: Measurement 
 AS: Calculates, by selecting 
and using appropriate formulae: 
AS: Estimates, compares, 
measures 
 
Resources 
Pictures, charts, models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
Chemical reactions-metals non-
metals 
Equations 
Elements from compounds-
decomposition of compounds 
Acidic and alkaline solutions 
Corrosion of iron 
Reaction of oxygen with food 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning  

Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning  
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in measurements  
LO 2: Measurement 
AS: Calculates, by selecting and using 
appropriate formulae: 
AS: Estimates, compares, measures 
 
Resources 
Chemical kits 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Content 
Compounds 
Acids and bases- 
reactions with metal and metal oxides, 
hydroxides and carbonates 
Reactions between oxygen and metals 
& non-metals 
Structure, reactions and changes of 
materials 
Chemical reactions-endothermic and 
exothermic reactions 
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Products of neutralization 
Integration 
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements  
LO 2: Measurement 
AS: Calculates, by selecting and 
using appropriate formulae: 
AS: Estimates, compares, 
measures 
 
Resources 
chemical kit and apparatus 
household materials indicators 
 
Content 
 
Origin of raw materials. 
Radiation-dark coloured and light 
coloured substances 
Conductors, 
Resistors 
Pure substances and mixtures 
Methods of separation of mixtures-
physical separation-filtration, 
distillation, evaporation, 
chromatography 
Integration 
Economic and management 
sciences  
 
LO 2: Sustainable growth and 
development 
AS: Investigates how the RDP 
could have been used to stimulate 

Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
Resources 
chemical kit and apparatus 
 
Content 
 
 Gases-oxygen, nitrogen, 
hydrogen-reactions with other  
elements, chemical equations 
 
 
 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements  
LO 2: Measurement 

Integration 
 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
Languages: 
LO5 Thinking and reasoning 
 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Science kits 
 
Content 
 
Extraction of useful materials from raw  
materials:  
Iron, gold, platinum, copper  
methods of separation 
Reactions of acids with metals, metal 
oxides and carbonates 
 
 
Integration 
 
LANGUAGES 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Social Sciences 
LO 3: Exploring issues 
AS: Investigates possible ways of 
reducing resource consumption. 
AS: Makes suggestions to guide in 
sustainable living practices. 
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economic growth and restructuring  
Social Sciences 
 
LO 3: Exploring issues 
AS: Identifies challenges to 
societies and settlements 
associated with the use and abuse 
of people and natural resources 
[identifies the issue]. 
 
Resources 
Light kits 
Dark coloured substances 
Light coloured substances, clothes 
Conductors 
Resistors 
Electricity kit 
Filter paper, distiller 
 
Content 
 
Measurement: length, mass, area, 
volume, density, flotation 
Magnetism-magnetic fields, polarity 
Integration  
Social Sciences: 
LO 3: Exploring issues 
AS: Investigates possible ways of 
reducing resource consumption. 
AS: Makes suggestions to guide in 
sustainable living practices. 
Technology 
LO 1: Investigates 
AS: Investigates the background 
context, the nature of the need, the 
environmental situation, and the 
people concerned when given a 

AS: Calculates, by selecting and 
using appropriate formulae: 
AS: Estimates, compares, 
measures 
 
Resources 
Science kit 
 
Content 
 
Magnetism- electromagnetism 
magnetic fields, polarity, 
magnetic substances, 
electrically charged materials, 
(electrostatics) 
 
Integration 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological 
processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
 Resources 
Magnets, iron-fillings, small 
pieces of paper, plastic rod, 
balloons, soft clothes-wool, 
cotton 
Science kit 
 
 
 
 
 

Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
Resources 
Science kit, books, newspaper 
 
Content 
 
 
The reaction of oxygen:   
with metals, non-metals 
Formation of oxides, solubility of 
oxides: acidic or alkaline  
 
Corrosion of iron and its economic 
importance and prevention 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
 
Resources 
Science kit 
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problem, need or opportunity set in 
a national relevant context. 
 
Resources  
Magnets, iron filings 
 

 
 
 
 
 

LO1: Scientific investigation 
AS: Plans investigations 
As: Conducts investigations and 
collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings: 
 
LO 2:CONSTRUCTING  SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
 
AS: Categorizes information. 
 
AS: Interprets information:  
 
AS: Applies knowledge: 
 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science as a 
human endeavour. 
 
AS: Understands sustainable use of 
the earth’s resources 

 
Energy and change  
 
Content 
 
Energy transfer and systems Types 
of energy-potential energy, kinetic 
energy 
Uses of energy, examples of 
energy transfer and systems-
electrical, gravitational, 
mechanical, chemical, nuclear, 
solar, biomass, optical (light). 
 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
 
Resources  
Books, pictures, 
School grounds 
 
Fossils, fossil fuels 
Renewable (wind, sun and water) 
and non renewable (fuels, coal, 
gas and oil) sources of energy. 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 

Energy and change  
 
Content 
 
Heat transfer 
Electricity-source of heat 
energy, light energy transfer of 
energy through conduction, 
convection and radiation 
How to control conduction, 
convection and radiation to 
reduce wasteful heat transfer 
How to improve conduction, 
convection and radiation to 
increase useful heat transfer 
 
Integration 
Social Sciences 
LO 1: Identifies and selects a 
variety of geographical and 
environmental sources relevant 
to an enquiry. 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
 
Resources 
Charts, pictures, 
Bi-metallic strips, metals, liquids, 
water,  

Energy and Change 
 
Content 
 
Forces: different types of forces-
mechanical, magnetic, electric, 
electrostatic and gravitational forces. 
Characteristics and effect of the above 
forces 
Measurement of force-use of spring 
balance 
Newton’s laws with regard to forces 
 
Integration 
LANGUAGES 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in 
different ways 
Technology 
LO 1: Technological processes and 
skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Science kit 
 
Content 
 
Systems made to transfer energy-
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information in different ways 
 
Resources  
Books, pictures, harts 
 
Content 
 
Wood as a source of energy and its 
renewability  
 
Integration 
 
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements  
LO 2: Measurement 
AS: Calculates, by selecting and 
using appropriate formulae: 
AS: Estimates, compares, 
measures 
 
Resources  
Books, pictures, harts 
 
Content 
 
Heat transfer-conduction, 
convection, radiation 
Integration 
 
Technology 
LO 1: Investigates 
AS: Investigates the background 
context, the nature of the need, the 
environmental situation, and the 

 
Content 
Electricity generating systems 
and connections 
Generation of electricity 
Integration 
 
Technology 
LO 2: Technological knowledge 
and understanding 
AS: Demonstrates knowledge 
and understanding of how 
electrical circuits with more than 
one input or control device will 
work based on different logic 
conditions (‘AND’ and ‘OR’ 
logic), and represents them 
using circuit diagrams, systems 
diagrams and truth tables. 
Capacity building, jobs). 
Resources 
Electricity kit 
 
Content 
Impacts of electricity generation 
on the environment 
Advantages & disadvantages 
Integration 
Economic and management 
sciences  
LO 2: Sustainable growth and 
development 
AS: Investigates how the RDP 
could have been used to 
stimulate economic growth and 
restructuring  
Social sciences 

electrical, mechanical & solar energy 
 
Transfer of light energy 
Light-absorption, refraction, reflection of 
light. 
Conservation of energy 
Sustainable use of energy 
Generation of electricity in South Africa: 
Thermal plants ( coal, gas) 
Hydroelectric ( falling water) 
Nuclear Reactors 
Solar 
Environmental implications 
Need to conserve electricity .  
Environmental implications 
 
Integration 
Technology:  
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
 
Resources 
Science kit 
Books, library, internet 
 
Content 
How to save energy 
Design of buildings and appliances 
Cost of electricity and how to reduce 
cost 
Alternative sources of energy 
Wood as a source of energy 
Planting of trees for sustainable use of 
energy 
Integration 
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people concerned when given a 
problem, need or opportunity set in 
a national relevant context. 
 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning  
AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
 
Resources 
 Metals, liquids, heating utensils 
 

LO 3: Exploring issues 
AS: Identifies challenges to 
societies and settlements 
associated with the use and 
abuse of people and natural 
resources [identifies the issue]. 
 
Resources 
News paper, internet 
 
Content 
Electrical connections, costs, 
importance 
Integration 
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements  
LO 2: Measurement 
AS: Calculates, by selecting and 
using appropriate formulae 

Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
Resources 
Books, library, internet 
 
 

LO1: Scientific investigation 
AS: Plans investigations 
As: Conducts investigations and 
collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings: 
 
LO 2:CONSTRUCTING  SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
 
AS: Categorizes information. 
 
AS: Interprets information:  

EARTH AND BEYOND 
  
Content 
 
Solar system 
Celestial motion 
Phases of moon 
Eclipses 
Tides and phases of moon and 
eclipses 
 
Integration 
 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 

EARTH AND BEYOND 
 
Content 
 
Gravity and the position of 
planets in the orbit 
Sun as a major source of 
energy,  how it affect plant 
growth 
Wind, Oceans, 
 Water currents 
 
Integration 
Languages 
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 

Earth and Beyond 
Content 
 
Planet earth-structure-lithosphere, 
mantle 
Lithosphere plates 
Atmosphere and weather-composition, 
properties and role 
Space Exploration programmes: 
Earth-based telescopes (such as SALT 
in SA) 
Telescopes in orbits 
How man benefits from such 
programmes 
Robotic spacecrafts to collect data 
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AS: Applies knowledge: 
 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science as a 
human endeavour. 
 
AS: Understands sustainable use of 
the earth’s resources 

LO3: Reading 
 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
 
Resources 
Charts, models, pictures, videos/ 
DVDs 
 
Content 
 
Atmosphere –layers of the 
atmosphere 
Atmospheric gases 
Properties of atmosphere at 
different elevations to protect earth 
from harmful radiations 
 
Mining-in different provinces 
Significance of mining to man 
Advantages and disadvantages 
Safety and environmental impacts. 
Integration 
Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and 
relationships 
AS: Solves problems in 
measurements  
LO 2: Measurement 
AS: Calculates, by selecting and 
using appropriate formulae: 
AS: Estimates, compares, 
measures 
 
Resources 
Maps, Charts, books, Internet 

AS: Collects and records 
information in different ways 
 
Resources 
Models, charts, pictures 
 
Content 
Atmosphere and weather 
Human activities altering the 
composition of atmosphere-
companies, technologies, 
building dams 
Change in weather patterns 
Long term changes in rainfall 
and climate 
Integration 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
LO 3: EXPLORING ISSUES 
AS: Identifies challenges to 
societies and settlements 
associated with the use and 
abuse of people and natural 
resources [identifies the issue]. 
Resources 
Charts , maps 
 
Content 
Global warming-cause and 
effect 
Greenhouse effect 
Ozone layer 
Relationship between climate 
and atmosphere 
Natural events-Elnino, tsunami 
etc 
Integration 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 

about planets, Research on Mars 
Integration 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
MATHEMATICS  
LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Charts, pictures, internet, models 
 
Pictures, charts 
 
Content 
 
Impact of humans in the atmosphere 
Geological events-earthquakes, 
volcanic eruptions 
Constructive forces 
Crustal formation 
Deposition of sediments 
Destructive forces-weathering, erosion  
land forms, fossils 
Fossil fuels-coal, gas, oil-how it is 
formed 
Integration 
Languages: 
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading 
 
Technology: 
LO1: Technological processes and 
skills 
MATHEMATICS  
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 (GEOGRAPHY) 
LO 3: EXPLORING ISSUES 
AS: Investigates possible ways 
of reducing resource 
consumption. 
AS: Makes suggestions to guide 
in sustainable living practices. 
Resources 
Charts, newspapers, 
magazines, pictures 
Climatic conditions affecting 
plants and animals in different 
regions 
Integration 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(GEOGRAPHY) 
LO 3: EXPLORING ISSUES 
AS: Investigates possible ways 
of reducing resource 
consumption. 
AS: Makes suggestions to guide 
in sustainable living practices. 
Resources 
Pictures of weather maps, 
equipment, maps, globe 

LO 5: Data handling  
AS: Designs simple questionnaires  
 
Resources 
Books, fossil fuels 
 
Earth and Beyond 
Mining –local examples-coal for energy, 
raw materials for industries, legislation 
controls of mining, safety, economic 
and environmental effects 
Integration 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
LO 3: EXPLORING ISSUES 
AS: Identifies challenges to societies 
and settlements associated with the 
use and abuse of people and natural 
resources [identifies the issue]. 
Resources 
News paper, books  internet 
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ASSESSING ASSESSMENT STANDARDS GRADES 4-9 
 

LOs and ASs Action verbs used to assess 
knowledge, skills and values 

Possible questions Possible activities 

LO 1 Scientific 
Investigation 
  
AS1: Plans investigations 
AS 2: Conducting 
investigations 
          and collecting data 

Plan, conduct, carry out, investigate, look 
for, tabulate, record, complete, examine, 
observe, experiment, identify, explore, 
find out, set up, list, survey, collect, 
predict, hypothesize, describe,  

Predict possible……. 
Set up an experiment …. 
Conduct an experiment to investigate 
……  
 
Record your observations on ….. 
Tabulate your findings in … 
Explore ways of ….. 
 
Find out the changes in …. 
 
Conduct a survey on … 
 

Investigate the relation between texture 
of paper and absorption of water 
 
Explore ways of conserving water/ 
energy 
 
Tabulate findings on changes in 
weather pattern 
 
Set up an experiment to demonstrate 
heat transfer 

AS 3: Evaluating data and 
communicating findings 

Judge, select, choose, decide, justify, 
debate, verify, argue, recommend, 
assess, discuss,, rate, prioritize, 
determine, analyze, appraise, calculate, 
categorize, compare, contrast, criticize, 
differentiate, discriminate, distinguish, 
examine, experiment, question, test, 
arrange, assemble, collect, compose, 
construct, create, design, develop, 
formulate, manage, organize, plan, 
prepare, propose, set up, write.  

 Attach, defend, predict, support, value, 
evaluate. subdividing something to show 
how it is put together;  

finding the underlying structure of a 
communication;  

Classify...according to...   

How does...compare/contrast with...?  

What evidence can you list for...?  

What would you predict/infer from...?  

What ideas can you add to...?  

How would you create/design a 
new...? What might happen if you 
combined...?  

What solutions would you suggest 
for...?  

 
 

Prepare a list of criteria to judge a ... 
show. 
 
 Indicate priority and ratings of --. 
 
Conduct a debate about an issue of 
special interest. 
 
Form a panel to discuss views, e.g. 
"Learning at School." 
 
Write a letter to ... advising on changes 
needed at... 
 
Write report on ……. 
 
 
Prepare a case to present your view 
about... 
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identifying motives;  

separation of a whole into component 
parts  

creating a unique, original product that 
may be in verbal form or may be a 
physical object;  

combination of ideas to form a new 
whole  

making value decisions about issues;  
 
resolving controversies or differences of 
opinion;  

development of opinions, judgements or 
decisions  

 
 

Is there a better solution to... 
 
Judge the value of... 
 
Can you defend your position 
about...? 
 
Do you think ... is a good or a bad 
thing? 
 
How would you have handled...? 
 
What changes to ... would you 
recommend? 
 
Do you believe? 
 
How would you feel if...? 
 
How effective are...? 
 
What do you think about...? 

LO 2 Constructing Science 
Knowledge 
AS 1: Recalling meaningful 
information 

 
Tell, list, describe, relate, locate, write, 
find, state, name, describe, discuss, 
explain, express, identify, indicate, 
locate, recognize, report, restate, review, 
select, translate, choose, demonstrate, 
dramatize, employ, illustrate,  operate, 
practice, schedule, sketch, solve, use, 
arrange, define, duplicate, label, 
memorize, name, order, recall, repeat, 
reproduce, recite, distinguish,  

 
What happened after...? 
How many...? 
Who was it that...? 
Name the...? 
Describe what happened at...? 
Who spoke to...? 
Tell why...? 
Find the meaning of...? 
What is...? 
Which is true or false...? 
Distinguish between… 
 
 
 

 
Make a list of the main events.. 
Make a timeline of events. 
Make a facts chart. 
Write a list of any pieces of information 
you can remember.  
List all the .... in the experiment / 
observation. 
Make a chart showing... 
Make a mind map/concept map/flow 
chart……. 
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AS 2: Categorizes 
information 
 

 

Classify, describe, discuss, explain, 
express, identify, indicate, locate, 
recognize, report, restate, review, select, 
translate, sort, compare, apply, tabulate, 
arrange,  

subdividing something to show how it is 
put together; classify, 

finding the underlying structure of a 
communication;  

identifying motives;  

separation of a whole into component 
parts  

 

Indicate the parts or features of...?  

Classify...according to...  

Outline/diagram...  

How does...compare/contrast with...?  

What evidence can you list for...?  

 

 
Classify the observed insects into …… 
 
Explain the differences between .. 
 
Compare and contrast between… 
 
Distinguish between the properties of 
metals and non-metals 

AS 3: Interpret information Explain, Interpret, outline, discuss, 
distinguish, predict, restate, translate 
from one medium to another, compare, 
describing in own words; organization 
and selection of facts and ideas, identify, 
extrapolate, hypothesise, tabulate, make 
inference, define, draw,   

Write in your own words...? 
Write a brief outline...? 
What do you think could have 
happened next...? 
Describe the main idea...? 
What was the main reactant in...? 
Distinguish between...? 
What differences exist between...? 
Give an example of what you mean 
by..? 
Write a definition for...? 

Cut out or draw pictures to show a 
particular event. 
Illustrate what you think the main idea 
was. 
Outline the sequence of events in …    
. 
Describe in your words…… 
Draw a picture of ……. 
Write a summary report of the event. 
Prepare a flow chart to illustrate the 
sequence of events in….. 
 

AS 4: Applies knowledge Problem solving; applying information to 
produce some result; use of facts, rules 
and principles, choose, demonstrate, 
dramatize, employ, illustrate, interpret, 
operate, practice, schedule, sketch, 
solve, write. show, use, construct, 
complete, examine, classify, create,  
compose, plan, construct, design, 

Which events could have 
happened...? 
If ... happened, what might the ending 
have been? 
How was this similar to...? 
What was the underlying theme of...? 
What do you see as other possible 
outcomes? 

Design a questionnaire to gather 
information. 
Conduct an investigation to produce 
information to support a view. 
Make a flow chart to show the critical 
stages. 
Construct a graph to illustrate selected 
information. 
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propose, devise, formulate, link, 
generate,  

 

 

Why did ... changes occur? 
Compare your findings... with that 
presented in...? 
Explain what must have happened 
when...? 
How is ... similar to...? 
What are some of the problems of...? 
Distinguish between...? 
What were some of the motives 
behind...? 
How is...related to...?  

Why is...significant?  

Do you know another instance 
where...? 
Could this have happened in...? 
Group the ….by characteristics such 
as...? 
What factors would you change if...? 
How do you apply the method used to 
some experience of your own...? 
What questions would you ask of...? 
From the information given, develop a 
set of instructions about...? 
Would this information be useful if you 
had a...? 

Design a ... to...? 
Why not compose a song about...? 
Suggest a possible solution to...? 
If you had access to all resources how 
would you deal with...? 
Why don©t you devise your own way to 
deal with...? 
What would happen if...? 
How many ways can you...? 

Prepare a report about the area of 
study.. 
 
 
Construct a model to demonstrate how 
it will work.. 
 
Make a scrapbook about the areas of 
study. 
 
Make a collection of photographs to 
demonstrate a particular point. 
 
Make up a puzzle game suing the ideas 
from the study area. 
 
Make a clay model of an item in the 
material. 
 
Design a market strategy for your 
product using a known strategy as a 
model. 
 
Write a textbook about... for others. 
Invent a machine (to do a specific task). 
Design an experiment to study ….  
 
Create a new product. Give it a name 
and plan a marketing campaign. 
 
Design a record, book, or magazine 
cover for...? 
 
Devise a way to... 
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LO 3 Science, Society and 
the Environment 
(Grade 4-6) 
AS 1: Understanding science 
and technology in the context 
of history and indigenous 
knowledge 
AS 2: Understanding the 
impact of science and 
technology 
AS3: Recognising bias in 
science and technology 
which impacts on people’s 
lives. 
(Grade 7-9) 
AS 1: Understanding science 
as a human endeavour in 
cultural contexts 
AS2: Understanding 
sustainable use of the earth’s 
resources 

memorizing; recognizing; recalling 
identification and recall of information,  
interpreting; translating from one medium 
to another; describing in one©s own 
words; organization and selection of facts 
and ideas ,suggest, analyse, 
demonstrate, apply, explain, compare, 
identify, 

 

Select... 

Suggest ways…. 

Describe ways…..  

Retell...  

Identify different types of….. 

Identify possible solutions… 

Compare impacts of…. 

Analyse the impact of… 

Explain how…….. 

 

 

Use local examples to explain…… 
 
Compare different forms of……. 
 
Make suggestions on……… 
 
Make appropriate suggestions on ….. 
 
Make an audit on ….. 
 
Use data to explain… 
 
Highlight the problems…… 
 
Describe the role of… 
 
Draw conclusions on.. 
 
Make presentation on…. 
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Exemplar: Illustration of assessment of Assessment Standards 

 
Theme - Ecology (Ecosystems) 

·  Knowledge - define, identify, list, locate, recall  

- What is an ecosystem? 

- Define an ecosystem and list the varieties that are found in South Africa. 

·  Comprehension - compare, summarise, explain, convert 

- List the different parts of the ecosystem and explain what they do. 

- Compare a marine ecosystem with one from another area of our province. 

·  Application - apply, calculate, practice, demonstrate  

- using a diagram, show how the water cycle operates in an ecosystem.  

- Demonstrate what happens when humans interfere with the water cycle.  

·  Analysis - analyse, contrast, deduce, differentiate, distinguish, infer 

- Contrast the natural water cycle with that used by our community 

- Examine an ecosystem that has been damaged by human interference.  

- How could the above problems have been avoided? 

·  Synthesis - compose, create, design, formulate, produce, rearrange 

- Identify an unspoilt ecosystem and design a way of preserving it. 
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 - How would preserving our local ecosystems enhance our environment? 

·  Evaluation - appraise, assess, critique, judge, support 

- Is it reasonable that people pollute our waterways? Motivate your answer. 

- Assess the impact of pollution in our local waterways 
 
(Adapted from http:// www.teachers.ash.org.au.) 
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LESSON EXEMPLARS GRADES 4-9 
 

Lesson Plan 
 

Grade:  4      Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                           Date: January- Feb  2009/weeks1&2 
Strand: Life and Living 
Duration: 7Hrs    Content in context: Water in the Ecosystem 
Integration: Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
Selected LOs and ASs Teaching and Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC 
INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
 
AS: Conducts investigations 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING 
SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful 
information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and 
technology in the context of 
history and indigenous 
knowledge. 

 
Activity:1 
 Learners answer questions related to the importance of water in the 
ecosystem. e.g. the use of water in everyday life, the different 
sources of water. 
 
Teacher explains the importance of water for everyday use. 
 
Activity:2 

·  Teacher explains the impact of water shortage  
·  Uses pictures such as dry areas, desert conditions. 
·  Discusses water quality ,using water e.g. muddy water, clean 

water, water from the stream, water from the tap etc 
 
Learners recall information about consequences of water shortages 
or polluted water. 
 
Actvity:3  
 
Teacher gives instructions to make a water filter. 

Question and answer 
 
 
 
Write a paragraph on the use of water 
 
 
 
 
 
Written work on the consequences of water 
shortages or polluted water. 
 Teacher assessment using memo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Practical activity-the filtration process 
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Learners make a water filter using a coke bottle, sand, gravel etc 
Learners evaluates by testing the water filter and report on the 
findings. 
 
Activity:4 
 
Teacher explains that rain can be measured using the rain gauge. 
Learners make a rain gauge and measure the amount of rain using 
the correct unit. 
 
Activity: 5 
Learners research on modern and ancient purification methods. 
They collect information from parents, community members, water 
and forestry dept and municipality. 
 
Teacher describes how indigenous cultures kept water safe and pure 
in the past. 

Assessment - ability to follow instructions 
                     - correct handling of apparatus 
                     - group work 
 
 
Assessment- the correct use of equipment 
 
 
Assessment: The correct use of units 
 
Written work/Assignment 
Teacher Assessment using Rubric 
 
 

Resources: water, coke bottle, cardboard, pair of scissors, measuring cylinder, 
 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
Suggest ways of improving access to 
clean water for all. 

Teacher Reflection 
 
Teachers will note 

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on practical done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
·   
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Rubric for assessment of written work/assignment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level3 Level 4 
Presentation Not clear Introduction fine Attempted the format Clear with introduction, conclusion 

 
Content Very little Confusing Not properly arranged Well explained 

 
 
 

Correct methods 
used 

Only one correct 
method 

More than one but not 
clear 

Two methods used More than two methods  
 
used 
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Lesson Plan 
 

Grade:  4                                                                    Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                             Date: Jan-Feb 2009/weeks:3 &  4 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
Duration: 4 Hrs                                                             Content in context: Phases of matter 
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling 
AS: Collects data and answers questions  
 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations and collects 
data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology in 
the context of history and indigenous 
knowledge. 

 
Activity:1 
Teacher introduces the lesson by showing 
the learners’ water in a beaker, ice cubes and 
the steam from the kettle. Teacher explains 
that they are going to look at changes from 
ice to liquid to a vapor/gas.  
 
Gives them instructions to do the practical 
activities and learners explains their 
observations. 
 
Step:1  
 
Place the ice cubes in a container/beaker and 
heat it. Record your observation. 
Place another set of ice cubes in a 
container/glass jar on the table and observe 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Written work 
Teacher Assessment 
Memo 
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what happens. 
 
Teacher explains ice as the solid state of 
water. 
When the ice has melted, discuss the 
difference between the solid form of water 
and the liquid form. Explains melting. 
 
Teacher explains the change in state of 
water. 
-water as the liquid state 
 
Step:2 
Take the water in a container and mark the 
level of water before heating. 
Heat this water in a container until it boils. 
Teacher asks questions like- 
What is happening to the water? 
As the water heats, what is happening to the 
water particles? 
 
 
 
Explains change of state of water to vapor. 
Introduces the concept   boiling, boiling 
temperature, evaporation. 
 
Step;3 
Note the level of water before boiling. 
Observe the level of water in the container 
after boiling. 
Teacher asks questions: 
 What happens to the amount of water, how 
much water remains in the container? 
 
Introduces the concept –states of matter as 
solids, liquids and gases. 
 
 

 
 
Question and answer 
 
 
 
 
 
Practical activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment task:1 
Investigation: the different states of matter 
Assignment-explain the different states of matter, give 
examples 
 
Practical activity- Observe and fill in the worksheet 
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Actvity:2  
Water cycle: 
Place another set of ice cubes in a container 
on the table and observe what you see on the 
outside of the container/observe the sides 
and bottom of the container and compare it to 
a new container. 
Teacher discusses where the water drops 
come from that is left on the sides and the 
bottom of the glass. 
 
Boil water in a beaker and cover the beaker 
with a lid or heat water in a tea kettle and 
when boiling hold a mirror over the opening in 
the spout and observe what happens/observe 
what is on the lid. 
Teacher discusses with the learners how 
water becomes steam and is able to move 
into the air. 
 
 Teacher introduces the water cycle using a 
chart and explains the different stages. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Translation- describe the water cycle from the chart 
Presentation- oral /written presentation of the investigation. 

Resources: Water, ice cubes, glass jar, containers/beaker, spirit lamp, thermometer, mirror 
 
 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
Blow up a balloon and tie off the balloon tightly. Put the balloon 
inside the freezer for 30 minutes. Check the balloon and record 
your observation. Check the balloon after an hour and record your 
observation. 
 
 

Teacher Reflection 
Teachers will note 

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on practical done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively. 
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Grade 4                                                                         Assessment task: 1 
 
 
Investigation: The different states of matter 
 
LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Conducts investigations and collects data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology in the context of history and indigenous knowledge. 
 
Activity: 1 Learners discuss the question” What are the different states of matter?” They write down the answer. Teacher assess informally. 
 
Activity: 2 Practical Activity 
 
Teacher introduces learners to the different states of matter. They observe the three states of matter. 
 
Learners do the practical activity following the instructions given by the teacher. 
 

- Observe the changes happening to the ice. 
- Heat the water and observe what happens 
- Record their observation when steam is cooled 

 
Teacher observes learners as they work through the given materials-level of participation and skills 
 

Learners fill in the worksheet 
 
Teacher mark the work sheet using the memo. 
 
Activity: 3 Assignment-explain the different states of matter, give examples 
 
Activity: 4 Translation-describe the water cycle from the chart 
Activity: 5 Presentation-oral /written presentation of their findings 
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Rubric to assess the task. 
 
Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
1.Practical 
Activity 

Difficulty in 
following 
instructions and 
no result 

Completed the task 
with assistance 
Confusing results 
Worksheet not 
completed 

Were able to follow 
instructions  
Practical completed 
Worksheet completed 
But not correct 

Were able to follow 
instructions 
Practical completed 
Worksheet completed, 
mostly correct 

Followed instructions 
Conducted  practical 
Aware of the results 
Completed worksheet correctly 

2.Assignment Not own 
explanations 

Own explanations 
but not very clear 

Clearly explained all 
stages 
No examples 

Clearly explained all 
stages 
Examples given but not 
correct 

Explained the three stages of matter 
correctly and correct 
examples given 
 

3.Translation Need assistance 
in giving 
descriptions 

Descriptions are not 
orderly 

Described but all 
steps not correct 

Described all steps in 
order  with  mistakes 

Described the water cycle in order and 
all steps correct 
 

4.Presentation Difficulty in 
expressing in 
words 
 

Explanation not 
clear 
Need help in 
language 

Findings explained 
but not completed 
Some content not 
correct 

Written work clear, correct 
content& use of language 
but presentation skill 
lacking 

Written work clearly explains their 
findings 
Content correct 
Correct use of language 
Good presentation skills 

 
 
RECORDING SHEET FOR ASSESSMENT TASK: INVESTIGATION 
 

NAME 1.Practical Activity-30 2.Assignment-20 3.Translation-20 4.Presentation -20 TOTAL:90 
 

1.       
2.       
3.       
4.       
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Lesson Plan 
 

Grade:  5                                                             Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                   Date: Jan.  2009/weeks:1&2 
Strand: Life and Living 
Duration: 4 Hrs                                                     Content in context: Ecosystem 
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling 
AS: Organize and record data  
Selected Los and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations and collects data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Categorizes information 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology in the context 
of history and indigenous knowledge. 

Activity:1 
Teacher starts with a question and answer session about living 
things: What do all living things need?  
Air, water, food and shelter. 
 
How do living things get these? Animals have to live in a place 
that has these things. Teacher introduces the concept- habitat. 
 
Learners observe plants and animals in their different habitats 
and record their observations 
on a worksheet. 
Name of animal……………….. 
Its habitat……………………… 
How the habitat looks like…………. 
How the animal looks like…………. 
What it eats……………………… 
Its shelter……………… 
 
 

 
 
Question and answer 
 
Teacher assessment 
Memo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Completion of the worksheet 
 
Peer assessment 
memo 
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·  Name the 4 basic needs of all living things…. 
·  Name at least three animals and their habitats… 
·  Create a drawing of the animal in its habitat 
·  Create a story about the animal 

 
Actvity:2 
Learners mark part of the school yard and make a list of plants 
and animals they see in that area, the food that they eat and 
the exact place where they find them.  
They group the animals and plants into different groups 
according to their habitats. 
Teacher introduces biotic and abiotic factors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investigation 
Presentation 
Teacher assessment 
Rubric 
 
 
 
 

Resources: Charts, pictures, plants, school yard 
 
 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
 
Continue the observation throughout the year noting any changes 
such as plant growth, different animal sightings, temperature, 
moisture etc. 

Teacher Reflection 
Teachers will reflect on 

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on the practical activity done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 
 

Grade:  5                                                                     Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                  Date: Jan-Feb 2009/weeks:3&4 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
Duration: 5 Hrs                                                        Content in context: Solubility  
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling 
 AS 3: Organizes and collects data 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collects 
data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Categorizes information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 

 
Activity:1 
Learners in different groups are 
given 4 sugar cubes each, plastic 
juice bottles, and spoons 
They will find out the solubility at 
different variables and fill in the work 
sheet. 
 
Actvity:2  
Learners use different types of 
substances such as coffee, sugar, 
salt, sand, maize meal, flour, etc to 

 
Assessment Task:1 
Investigation 
 
Forms of assessment: 

1. Assignment: explains terms- soluble, insoluble, solutions, solutes 
etc  giving examples 

 
2. Practical activity: Learners use different types of substances such 

as coffee, sugar, salt, sand, maize meal, flour, etc to find out the 
solubility  

            Record the observations, classify                     
            the substances into soluble and insoluble    
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ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and 
technology in the context of history and 
indigenous knowledge. 

find out the solubility  
Record the observations, classify the 
substances into soluble and 
insoluble substances 
Teacher explains terms- soluble, 
insoluble, solutions, solutes etc 

            substances 
 

3. Translation: Describe the method used in the practical activity. 
 

4. Presentation: The findings of the investigation in oral or written 
presentation 
 

Teacher assesses the task using the rubric given below. 
Re Resources: coffee, sugar, salt, sand, maize meal, flour, sugar cubes , plastic juice bottles, and spoons 

 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
Classify other available substances as soluble and insoluble and find 
out the rate of solubility of different substances when stirred, heated, 
powdered, using different solvents etc. 

Teacher Reflection 
Teachers will note 

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on practical done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 

 
WORK SHEET FOR ACTIVITY 1 
Independent variable  Prediction Experiment notes  Observation  
Spoon size  
 

   

Amount of water  
 

   

Stirring speed  
 

   

Water temperature  
 

   

Different solvents     

Conclusion  
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Rubric for assessment of Investigation 
 
 
Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
1. Assignment Words  are not clear, 

spelling  wrong 
Explanations are 
not clear 

Not clearly 
explained all 
terms 
No examples 

Some terms are 
not clearly 
explained 
Some examples 
not correct 

Explained the terms correctly and neatly 
Examples given 

2. Practical Activity With assistance 
conducted the 
practical activity 
Results confusing 

Assistance 
needed to 
complete the task 
Worksheet not 
completed 

Practical 
completed 
Were able to 
follow 
instructions 
Worksheet not 
completed 

Practical 
completed 
Were able to 
follow instructions 
Worksheet 
completed 

Conducted  practical 
Followed instructions 
Aware of the results 
Completed worksheet correctly 
 

3.Translation Need assistance in 
giving descriptions 

Descriptions are 
not orderly 

Described but 
all steps not 
correct 

Described all 
steps correctly 
with spelling 
mistakes 

Described the water cycle  
All steps correct 
 

4.Presentation Difficulty in expressing 
in words 
 

Explanation not 
clear 
Need help in 
language 

Findings 
explained but 
not completed 
Some content 
not correct 

Written work 
clear, correct 
content& use of 
language but 
some 
presentation skill 
lacking 

Written work clearly explains their findings 
Content correct 
Correct use of language 
Good presentation skills 
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Lesson Plan 

Grade:  6                                                                           Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                     Date: Jan-Feb 2009/weeks:1,2&3 
Strand: Life and Living 
Duration: 6 Hrs                                                                    Content in context: Ecosystems 
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
AS 4: Organize and record data 
 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collects data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology in the 
context of history and indigenous knowledge. 

 
Activity:1 
Learners are asked to select part of the school yard, mark it 
as their ecosystem in different groups, and make a list of 
plants and animals found in their ecosystem. List all the 
factors that affect the growth of the plants and animals. 
Teacher explains the influence of these factors on the growth 
of plants and animals. 
 
Activity:2 
Research on  other ecosystems such as grass land, Karoo, 
Valley bushveld, rocky shore, pond, dam, rivers etc using text 
books, newspapers, magazines, internet or by visiting real 
ecosystems. 
Compare the adaptations of  different animals living in these 
ecosystems 
 
Make a written presentation on one of the ecosystem.  

 
Informal assessment 
Checklist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oral/ Written Presentation 
Teacher assessment using Rubric 
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Teacher describes each ecosystem and explains how each 
ecosystem differs. 
  
 
Activity: 3 
Choose one ecosystem and observe the behavior of animals, 
how they move, what they feed on, e.g. locust, snail, 
earthworm etc or invertebrates and vertebrates. 
Or using charts or pictures of different ecosystems/animals 
describe the behavior of animals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Written notes 
Teacher assessment using memo 

Resources: locust, snail, earthworm / invertebrates and vertebrates, charts, pictures, newspapers, magazines, internet etc. 
 
 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
 
Explore other ecosystems -terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 

Teacher Reflection 
 
Teachers will reflect on  

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on practical activities done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 

 
Rubric to assess Oral presentation 
 
 
Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
1 .Presentation 
skill 

Presentation skill 
lacking 

Need help to 
improve 

Need improvement Good presentation 
skill 

Very good presentation skill 

2 .Correct topic Not the given topic Content too little Only one aspect of 
the ecosystem 
mentioned 

Most of the content 
given 

Good content inclusion 

3. Language use Difficulty in 
expressing 

Need help Some words are 
not familiar 

Good command of 
language 

Very Good command of language 

4 .Confidence Not confident Needs support Not fully confident Confident Very confident 
5. Time 
management 

Too short Little time used Exceeded Within the given 
time 

Good time management 
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Rubric to assess written presentation 
 
 
Criteria 
 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

1. Lay out No structure Items in point form Limited structure Good attempt 
simple 
introduction and 
conclusion 

Good lay out 

2. Content (Factual 
information) 
 
 

Very few and mostly 
not correct 

Reasonable amount 
of information  with 
some mistakes 

Sufficient content with  
little mistakes 

Good amount of 
content with 
mostly correct 
facts 

All areas covered with all correct facts 

3 .Language 
 
 

Many mistakes Need assistance Few spelling errors Very few spelling 
errors 

Correct language used 

4. Use of resources Only text books used 
for information 
gathering 

Text books and one 
other resource used  

Different types of 
resources used  

Many resources 
used effectively 

More than required   resources used 
effectively and referred to in the 
presentation 
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Lesson Plan 
 

Grade:  6                                                                                Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                    Date: Jan-Feb 2009/weeks:4 &  5 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
Duration: 4 Hrs                                                                     Content in context: Expansion and contraction 
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology  

Activity:1 
 
Expansion of solids: Learners use a metal 
plate with a hole in the middle and a metal 
disc, a spirit lamp, and matches to do a 
practical activity to observe expansion of 
solids. 
 
Step: 1 Hold the plate in one hand. Push the 
disc through the hole in the plate. What 
happens? 
 
Step: 2 Heat the disc over the flame of the 
burner. After about ten minutes of heating try 
to push the disc through the hole in the plate. 

 
 
Question and answer 
 
 
Informal assessment 
 
 
 
 
Practical activity 
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Observe what happens.  
 
Step: 3 Wait a minute for the disc to cool 
down. Now try to push the disc through the 
hole again. What happens? 
Write down your observations. 
 
Teacher explains the concepts- expansion and 
contraction of solid. 
Activity 2: 
Expansion of liquids: learners use a  flat-
bottom flask, a rubber stopper with one hole, a 
glass tube, potassium permanganate, water, 
heating stand, a piece of paper(3cm x 10cm) , 
a spirit burner and matches  
 
Step: 1 Half fill a flat bottom flask with water.  
Drop a crystal of potassium permanganate into 
the water. Add more water until the flask is 
completely filled.  
Step: 2: Push the glass tube slowly through 
the rubber stopper until it just comes out off the 
other side. 
Step: 3 Close the flask with rubber stopper 
that has the glass tube passing through it. 
Step: 4 Make two holes in the paper and slip it 
over the glass tube. Mark the level of the water 
in tube on the paper. 
Step: 5 Place the flask with the stopper and 
the tube on top of the heating stand. Heat the 
flask but do not boil the water. Observe what 
happens to the level of water in the glass tube 
after a few minutes. Mark the new level of 
water on the paper.  
Step: 6 Allow the water to cool. Observe what 
happens. Mark the new level of water. 
Record your observations. 
Teacher explains expansion and contraction of 
liquids and the effect of heating and cooling on 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment task: Investigation 
Forms of Assessment: 

1. Assignment: A description of the method used to 
observe expansion of solids and liquids. 

2. Practical activity: learners do the practical 
following the instruction from the teacher. Write 
down the observation and conclusion. 

3. Translation: Learners draw the experimental 
setup and label all the apparatus. 
 

4. Presentation: Learners write a written report on 
the findings of the effect of heat and cold weather 
on electric wires, bending of rails during summer 
and other natural events. 
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substances. 
 
Activity:3 
Discuss the effect of heat and cold weather on 
electric wires. E.g. explain snapping of electric 
wires during winter, sagging of electric wires in 
summer and bending of rails during summer. 
Crackling sound of corrugated iron roofs in 
summer, Doors not closing properly in winter 
etc,  
  
 
Activity: 4 
Heat different materials such as wood, paper, 
plastic, sugar, candle wax, iron, aluminium, 
magnesium, copper etc and observe what 
happens. 
 
Classify these substances under permanent 
and temporary changes. 
Teacher explains the effect of heat on 
substances that cause temporary and 
permanent changes. 
 

 
 
 
 
Teacher Assessment 
Using a checklist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources: metal plate and disc, a spirit lamp, flat-bottom flask, a rubber stopper with one hole, a glass tube, potassium permanganate, water, heating 
stand, a piece of paper(3cm x 10cm) , a spirit burner and matches , wood, paper, plastic, sugar, candle wax, iron, aluminium , magnesium, copper etc  
 
 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
 
Research on permanent and temporary changes that happens in 
everyday life. 

Teacher Reflection 
 
Teachers will reflect on 

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on practical activities done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Assessment task: Investigation 
 
Forms of Assessment: 

1. Assignment: A description of the method used to observe expansion of solids and liquids. 
                                     

2. Practical activity: learners do the practical following the instruction from the teacher. Write down the observation and conclusion. 
                        

3. Translation: Learners draw the experimental setup and label all the apparatus. 
 

4. Presentation: Learners write a written report on the findings of the effect of heat and cold weather on electric wires, bending of rails during summer 
and other natural events 

 
 
.  
Rubric for assessment of Investigation 
 
 
Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
1. Assignment Words  are not clear, 

spelling  wrong 
Explanations are 
not clear 

Not clearly explained all 
terms 
No examples 

Some terms are not 
clearly explained  
Examples not correct 

Explained the terms correctly and 
neatly 
Correct examples given 

2. Practical 
Activity 

With assistance 
conducted the 
practical activity 
Results confusing 

Assistance 
needed to 
complete the task 
Worksheet not 
completed 

Practical completed 
Were able to follow 
instructions 
Worksheet not 
completed 

Practical completed 
Were able to follow 
instructions 
Worksheet completed 

Conducted  practical 
Followed instructions 
Aware of the results 
Completed worksheet correctly 
 

3.Translation Need assistance in 
giving descriptions 

Descriptions are 
not orderly 

Described but all steps 
not correct 

Described all steps 
correctly with spelling 
mistakes 

Described the water cycle  
All steps correct 
 

4.Presentation Difficulty in expressing 
in words 
 

Explanation not 
clear 
Need help in 
language 

Findings explained but 
not completed 
Some content not 
correct 

Written work clear, 
correct content& use of 
language but some 
presentation skill 
lacking 

Written work clearly explains their 
findings 
Content correct 
Correct use of language 
Good presentation skills 
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LESSON PLAN 
 

Grade:  6                                                                                Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                           Date: week 6&7 
Strand: Energy and change 
Duration: 7 Hrs                                               Content in context: Systems which store energy, electric cells, stretched springs, food, and chemicals 
Integration: 

 Language: LO 5 Thinking and reasoning 

Technology: LO 1 Technological processes and skills 

Mathematics: LO 5 Data Handling 

Selected LOs and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
As: Categorizes information 
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understanding the impact of science 
and technology on the environment and 
people.  

Activity:1 
 
The learners are asked to collect materials that 
store energy, e.g. cells of different sizes. 
Others will bring stretched springs, slice of 
brown bread, chemicals (HCl + Zn) and elastic 
bands 
Activity 2 
2.1 Learners work in groups of 4   
Use different sizes of cells, 
 Connect 2 bulbs of the same watts to one cell.  
 
2.2 Learners follow instructions to observe a 
stretched spring, how far it can stretch 
 Learners use the elastic band in their groups 
to compare how far the stone can move. 
 
2.3 Learners use a poster with people doing 
different activities e.g. jumping, running, 
digging a hole, drawing etc.  
 
Discus what makes people to be able to do the 
work 
 
Activity 3:  
The teacher explains by drawing their attention 

 
 
 
FORMS 
Homework 
METHODS 
Teacher 
TOOLS 
Checklist 
 
 
FORMS 
Practical activity 
METHODS 
Teacher 
Learner/peer 
TOOLS 
Observation 
 
FORMS 
Group discussion. 
METHODS 
Peer assessment 
TOOLS 
Rubric 
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through all the activities that were done and 
elaborate on the findings with the aim of 
drawing conclusions. 
 

 
 
FORMS 
Informal Assessment 
 
 
 
 

Resources: RESOURCES: 
Spring, cells, elastic band, stone, bulbs, wires, poster, bread 
 
  
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
 Suggest the ways that an object can get more energy. e.g. battery, 
cell, man (Human beings) 
 
 

Teacher Reflection 
 
Teachers will reflect on 
  

·  the lesson when completed and state strengths and weaknesses for 
improvement 
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LESSON PLAN 
 

Grade:  6                                                                                Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                    Date: week 8&9 
Strand: Energy and change 
Duration: 2 Hrs                                                                     Content in context: Energy transfer 
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
LIFE ORIENTATION: 
LO 1: Health promotion  
Selected LOs and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understanding the impact of science 
and technology on the environment and 
people.  

Activity:1 
 
Teacher instructs the learners to collect the 
following resources: 3 cells, torch bulb, steel 
wool, 2 bic pens with springs, 2 lead pencils (in 
order to prepare for the activity) 
 
STEP 1:  Learners work in four groups of 6 
learners per group. Then two groups work with 
the help of the teacher, connect the 2 cells and 
the bulb in series. The switch is closed and 
learners observe what happens to the bulb. 
 
STEP 2: Learners connect the circuit using 
three cells. They observe and record their 
observations. 
 
STEP 3: Using three cells the circuit is 
connected again but instead of connecting a 
bulb, a strap of steel wool is used. The switch 
is closed and learners observe and record their 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Practical activity 
 
FORMS: Investigation 
 translation,  
presentation,  
Assignment. 
TOOLS 
Checklist 
Rubric  
METHODS  
Teacher  
Peer  
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observations. 
 
STEP 4: Learners draw circuit diagrams for 
each connection. 
 
STEP 5: Learners present their findings to the 
whole class. The teacher and peers ask 
questions and make clarifications where 
needed. 
 
ACTIVITY 2 
 
STEP 1: Groups work in pairs. They put the bic 
pen, which has a spring, in front of a lead 
pencil. The pen is pressed and then clicked 
and they observe and record their observation. 
 
STEP2: The two groups take turns and present 
their findings to the whole class. 
The teacher ask questions and then 
summarizes the key points about the transfer 
of energy with different examples and give 
clarity to misconceptions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resources:  3 cells, steel wool, light bulb, wire conductors, switch, bic pens with springs, lead pencils.  
  
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
 Learners are required to do weight lifting activities at home. They 
need to observe and record their findings when they perform these 
activities with empty stomachs and when they have a full stomach. 
They also observe and record types of food they have to eat to lift 
the heavy Weights. 
 

Teacher Reflection 
 
Teachers will reflect on 
  

·  the lesson when completed and state strengths and weaknesses for 
improvement 
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ASSESSMENT TASK 
ASSESSMENT: ASSIGNMENT  
Learners write down what they did starting from the collection of materials, the investigation itself as well as their findings and this investigation. 
ASSESSMENT: PRESENTATION  
Learners make a presentation on the whole process of their investigation and then present their findings to the whole class. 
 
ASSESSMENT: TRANSLATION  
Learners are to draw and label  a circuit diagram  
 
 
CHECK LIST: COLLECTION OF MATERIAL 
  
ITEMS YES NO 

1. Cells    
2. Steel wool    
3. Bic pen (with spring)   
4. Lead pencil    
5. Torch bulb   

   
RUBRIC: DIAGRAM AND PRACTICAL ACTIVITY          
     
CRITERIA  LEVEL1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 

 
1 Presentation 
skills(e.g. eye contact, 
body language) 

Lacking skills  Lacking skills here 
and there  

Good use  Very good  Excellent 
 
 
 

2 Language use Has difficulty in 
using language 

Needs some support Good command of 
language 

Very good use Excellent use 
 
 

3 Confidence Lacks confidence A bit shaky  Confident Quite confident  Very confident 
 

4 Logical presentation 
of facts 

No logic at all Mixing of facts here 
and there  

Good presentation  Very good 
presentation of facts 

Excellent presentation 
of facts  
 

5 Correctness of facts Lot of Poor understanding of Facts are presented Very good Excellent presentation 
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misconceptions facts logically presentation of facts of facts 
 
 
 
 

Lesson Plan 
 

Grade: 7                                                                                  Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                        
Duration:           5 hours                                                                                                                                                                     Date:  Week 1 and 2 
 
Strand: Energy and change 
 Core knowledge and concepts: Energy in systems 

·  Stored (potential) energy 
o Examples of potential energy 

·  Potential energy can be released as kinetic energy (energy of motion).  
e.g. 
o From released spring 
o Through faster motion of particles of hot gases 
o Through body movements 

Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
3. Mathematics 
LO 1: Numbers, operations and relationships 
AS : Using a range of techniques to perform calculations  
    2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
                                                                                                                         Prior knowledge Sources of energy and systems that store energy 
 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning and teaching activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
 

Learners will: 
·  Find out what potential energy is and give examples of 

potential energy in systems (from given text). 

Investigation 
Presentation 
Teacher assessment 
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AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology  
 

·  Investigate how potential energy changes to kinetic energy 
by using  
o a released spring (following a given procedure) 
o motion of particles of gases when heated (following 

a given procedure) 
o body movements  (following a given procedure) 

identify situations / cases where transport systems convert 
potential energy to kinetic energy 

Rubric 

Resources:  
Pictures, books, charts, people, spring, elastic bands, ice cream sticks, cardboard, coke cans 

Expanded opportunities 
Design systems that transfer energy to surroundings. 
Design test and find out different kinds of systems. 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will reflect on 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 

 

Grade: 7                                                                                                Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                                                      
Duration:   4 hours                                                                                                                                                                                       Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Energy and change 
 Core knowledge and concepts: 
·  Kinetic energy is transferred to the system’s surroundings 
When energy is transferred it causes changes in the system and the system’s surroundings 
Integration:  1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
 
                                                                                 Prior knowledge: Different kinds of systems  
Selected LOs and ASs Learning, teaching and assessment activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 

AS: Understands science and technology  
 

Learning activities: 
Learners will: 
·  ask questions on energy transfers 
·  determine which questions are testable 
·  predict energy transfers that takes place within certain systems 
·  discuss and explain energy transfers that take place in different systems 
investigate energy changes taking place within a system and in its surroundings 

Forms of assessment:  
Investigation and  
 
 
 
Project 
Learners build a model 
with the resources 
provided 
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Resources:  
Pictures, books, charts, people, spring, elastic bands, ice cream sticks, cardboard, coke cans 
Expanded opportunities: 
Design systems such as Solar Cooker 

Teacher reflection: 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Rubric to assess the model 
 
 
Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4  Level 5 

 
Planning No planning Need more help in planning Partially done Good planning Excellent 

 
Design Not able to design Design need attention Fair design Good design Excellent 

 
Presentation No presentation skill Presentation need attention Fair presentation Good presentation Excellent 
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Lesson Plan 

Grade 7                                                                                        Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                                                            
Duration:           5 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Energy and Change 
 Context: Energy transfers 
 
Core knowledge and concepts: 
·  Transfer of heat: convection, conduction and radiation 

o transfers may be useful or wasteful 
control of energy loss and minimising it 
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling   
                                                                                                                                                                      Prior knowledge Transfers of energy in systems 
 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning, teaching and assessment activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  

Learning activities: 
·  conduct an investigation on heat transfers (conduction, 

convection and radiation) 
·  compare heat conductivity of different substances 
·  do a translation task; plotting a graph 
·  conduct an investigation selecting suitable material for making a 

given container 
·  make a presentation task/debate on how to control / minimize 

energy loss 

Forms of assessment:  
·  Investigation 
·  translation task 
presentation / debate 
Teacher assessment 
Rubric 
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AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS2 :Analyses information on sustainable 
and unsustainable use of resources 
 

 

Resources: metal rods, candle wax, burners, drawing pins, matches/ lighter, plastic spoons, metal, spoons, wooden spoons,  a bowl, hot water, beaker, 
Potassium permanganate 
Expanded opportunities: 
Research where the heat transfers (conduction, convection and 
radiation) are used in everyday life or where they occur in nature. 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 

Grade 7                                                                                                                Learning area: Natural Sciences    
Duration:           7 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
Core knowledge and concepts: 
Dark-coloured surfaces get hotter than light coloured surfaces when exposed to radiating sources of energy like the sun.  Dark-coloured objects radiate their 
energy as heat more than shiny light-coloured objects. 
 
Integration:  1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
                                                                                                                   Prior knowledge: Sources of energy 
 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning and teaching activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS:  Compare different events 

 
·  conduct an investigation to find out which objects (dark-coloured or light 

coloured surfaces) get hotter faster when exposed to a radiating source 
 
·  conduct an investigation to find out which objects radiate heat more (dark-

coloured or shiny light-coloured objects) 
 

 
·  Experiment with colours to determine which colours will absorb or reflect heat. 

Use coloured cellophane to build a solar hot box. 
 
·   Experiment with materials to determine which materials will absorb or reflect 

heat. Use shoe boxes, foils and different coloured papers. 
 

Forms of assessment:  
Investigation 
assignment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Practical activity 
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·  Learners will work in groups. Each group set up their experiment with a 

thermometer on the inside. At 5 minutes intervals record the temperatures of 
the hot box. Record the temperature for each group. Decide which hot box 
achieved the highest temperature the fastest. 

 
·  Brain storm conditions outside that would help or hinder the solar heating 

process. Write down the points. 
 

 
·  Discuss solar energy as an alternative source of energy. 
. 
.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Written notes 

 
Resources: black container, white container, black cloth, white cloth, water, thermometer,  sunlight, shoe box, different coloured papers 
 

Expanded opportunities 
Investigate energy loss in various systems in everyday life, using 
various sources. 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 

Grade: 7                                                                                 Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                                                      
Duration:           5 hours                                                                                                                                                                          Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
Core knowledge and concepts: 
·  Substances in different states have distinct properties such as crystalline structures, or compressibility / incompressibility, or tendency to diffuse. 
Particle model of matter can explain physical changes of substances such as melting, evaporation, condensation, solidification, diffusion and heating by 
conduction. 
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
                                                                                   
 
Selected LOs and ASs Learning and teaching activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  

Learning activities: 
Learners will: 
·  Plan simple tests and identify properties of 

different materials  
 

·  Classify materials according to common 
properties. 

 
 
·  Investigate the properties of solids, liquids 

and gases. 

Forms of assessment:  
Investigation 
Translation 
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L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology  
 

 
 
Use the particle model of matter to explain how 
melting, evaporation, condensation, 
solidification, diffusion and heating by 
conduction occur. 

Resources: Beaker, Potassium permanganate, Burner 
 

Expanded opportunities 
Observe changes that happen in everyday life  

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 

RUBRIC for Practical activity 
 
CRITERIA Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Appropriate use 
of apparatus 

Can identify but does 
not understand units  

Can identify units but 
careless in reading 

Can identify units but 
confuses them when 
applying different 
instruments 

Proper choice but minor 
mistakes in reading 

Proper identification of 
apparatus and units 

Accurate 
measurement 

Can use only one 
instrument with simple 
units  

Error of parallax due 
to carelessness 

Can measure with minor 
mistakes 

Can measure with 
reasonable accuracy 

Can measure accurately 

1. Melting 
process 
2. Evaporation 
rate 
3. Effects of 
temp. 
4. Note quantity   
    differences 

Two criteria observed At least three criteria 
observed 

Can observe some criteria 
with minor errors 

Can observe almost all the 
criteria 

Full information supplied 
without errors 
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Lesson Plan 
Learning area: Natural Sciences   

Grade: 7                                                                                                                                       
Duration: 2hours                                                                                                                                                                                           Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
 Context: Reactions 
Core knowledge and concepts: Acids and bases; Indicators 
 
             
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
  
Selected Los and ASs Learning and teaching activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
AS:  compare different interpretations (in reports of other 
groups) 
 

Learning activities: 
Learners will: 

·  categorise substances as acids or bases using various tests 
·  make indicators from household substances 
·  test the  acidity or alkalinity of substances using their own 

indicators 
conduct a full investigation on the effectiveness of different antacids 

Forms of assessment:  
·  investigation 
presentation 
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Resources:  
Household acids and bases, Laboratory and home-made indicators 

Expanded opportunities 
 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 

 
 
 

Assessment Task: INVESTIGATION 

 

After supper Linda complained that he had stomach pains. 
His mother said he probably had too much acid in his stomach. 
She gave him a Rennies tablet. She said it was anti-acid. 
After an hour he felt much better. 
 
Mother “Uyabona mntanami, Acid in your stomach sometimes becomes too concentrated. Indigestion tablets contain an alkali (soluble base), such as sodium 
hydrogen carbonate (‘bicarb’), which helps neutralise the acidity.” 
 
“Oh Yeah!” said Linda. “If an acid reacts with a base it can form a neutral solution containing salt. That is, Acid + Base = Salt + Water” 
Learner’s Activity 
  
DESIGN an experiment for Linda to test how much acid can be neutralised by one anti-acid tablet. 
 
Remember to use locally available acid like vinegar etc. and pH scale 
 
 

 

 

 

 

   1        2      3     4     5     6               8     9    10    11   12    13   14 

the pH scale 

more acidic basic 

pH 7 is neutral 

litmus turns red litmus turns blue 
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A drop 
of blue 
litmus 
solution 
added to tablet 

 

Pieces of 
anti-acid tablets 

1. 2. 

3. 4. 5. 

Vinegar added 
until colour 
changes 
 

Red solution 

3 cm 

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

Measuring volume  
of acid added 

Here are the steps in Linda’s experiment. 
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Volume of 
acid used in 
cm3. 

20 25 28 29 30 32 37 40 

pH of the 
solution 

14 13 11 7 2 1 1 1 

 

 

The following results were obtained from Linda’s experiment 
using an electronic pH meter. Hydrochloric acid was being run 
into Rennies.  

Use the grid below to PLOT a graph of the pH against the volume of acid run into the conical flask.  
Label the axes and the graph carefully.  
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Research Activity 

 

 

 

Linda’s illness is common to most people. The body has a way of counteracting high levels of acid in the stomach. 

·  Find out how the body balances acidity in the stomach.  
 

·  Identify all the symptoms related to acid indigestion. 
 

 
·  Prepare an attractive poster that advertises your own brand of antacid  to your classmates. 
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Lesson Plan 
 

                                                                                                        Learning area: Natural Sciences                                                                                              
Grade 7 
Duration:           2 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Earth and beyond 
Context: Our place in the universe 
Core knowledge and concepts: 
The sun, nine planets asteroids and comets. Most objects in the solar system are in regular and predictable motion results in phenomena such as 
phases of the moon and eclipses 
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
                                                                               Prior knowledge: Solar system 
Selected Los and ASs Learning and teaching  activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology  

Learning activities: 
Learning will 

·  conduct an investigation on the Solar 
System  

·  extract of information on the Solar 
System from a text 

·  make models of the Solar System 
·  make a demonstration based on given 

text depicting the location, spinning and 
the rotation of the planets around the 
Sun. 

·  conduct an investigation on the phases 
of the moon 

·  demonstrate how a lunar eclipse and a 

Forms of assessment:  
investigation; assignments 
Translation 
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Compares different interpretations of events solar eclipse are formed 
·  plan and conduct a research project to 

find out what keeps planets in orbit 
·  present their findings in different 

formats 
investigate and discuss different beliefs 
associated with the Solar System 
 

Resources: Resources: 
clay or any material that can be used to construct models of the planets such as paper, prestik , balls of different sizes 
 

Expanded opportunities 
Visit a Planetarium and learn about stars. 
 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 

Grade 8                                                                                             Learning area: Natural Sciences                                                                                              
Duration:   2 hours                                                                                                                                                                        Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
Core knowledge and concepts: 
Elements and compounds 
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solution                                                                  
Selected Los and ASs Learning and teaching  activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigation and collect data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information  
AS: Categorise information 
AS: Interprets information:  

Learning activities: 
 
Learners will: 
·  build models of elements and compounds 
 

·  determine chemical formulae of some compounds 
and elements (using the models) 

·  teacher explains the formation of compounds and 
draw chemical formulae 

Forms of assessment:  
Translations 

Resources: Periodic Table, charts, plastic balls, pins 
 

Expanded opportunities 
Use the Periodic table to list elements that are gases, liquids and 
solids at room temperature. 
 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 

 
Grade:  8                                                                                            Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                Date: Jan-Feb 2009/weeks:1,2 
Strand: Life and Living 
Duration: 3 Hrs                                                                            Content in context: Photosynthesis 
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
 
Selected Los and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science and technology  

 
Activity:1 
Learners discuss the importance of food for plant, how do they get their food and 
from where do they get the food. 
 
Teacher explains the requirements for photosynthesis such as water, carbon 
dioxide and sunlight. 
 
 
Activity:2 
 
 Learners do experiments to find out the requirements for photosynthesis 

1. Learners do a simple experiment to find out how water moves through 
the stem to the leaves. 

             Place a Geranium plant in red      coloured water for few minutes and 
observe what happens. 

2. Select a plant that is in a sunny position with soft leaves. Cover one of 
the leaves with tin foil. Take the leaf that was covered with tin foil and 

 
 
Checklist 
 
Teacher assessment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investigation 
 
Practical activity 
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another leaf that was in sun for a while and test both for the presence of 
starch. 

3. Starch test-  
-boil the leaves in water for few minutes. Take the leaves and place it in 
alcohol and boil it for few minutes in a water bath. Wash the leaf of 
excess alcohol and add few drops of iodine solution. Observe the colour 
change. 

 
Teacher explains the steps and what happens in each step of the experiment. 
 
Activity: 3 
 
Teacher explains the steps involved in the process of photosynthesis- where 
actually photosynthesis takes place, the structure of the leaf for photosynthesis 
and the products of photosynthesis. 
 
Activity: 4  
Learners answer the questions on the work sheet 

·  Name the parts of the plant 
·  Name the part of the plant where photosynthesis takes place 
·  What are the requirement of photosynthesis 
·  Name the product of photosynthesis 
·  Explain in your own words the procedure used to find out  the 

requirements of photosynthesis 
 
Activity: 5 Learners use different texts, read articles and find out about the 
importance of photosynthesis. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Translation 
 
 
 
 
Work sheet 
Teacher assessment 
Memo  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presentation 
Teacher Assessment using 
rubric 
 

Resources: Leaves, beaker, alcohol, spirit lamp, water, worksheets, iodine solution etc 
 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
 
Research on the different types of plants with different shapes and 
colours of leaves and their adaptations for growth. 

Teacher Reflection 
Teachers will note 

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on practical done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Assessment Task:  Assignment 
 
                                                                                                                        Topic: Photosynthesis 
 Learning Outcome:                                                                                
LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS2: Conducting investigations and collecting data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
AS: science as a human endeavor 
Activity: 1: Translation: Draw a diagram and describe the steps followed to find out the presence of starch of starch in leaves 
 
Activity: 2: written notes  
Write notes on  

- the requirements of photosynthesis 
- the process of photosynthesis 
- where actually photosynthesis takes place 
- the structure of the leaf for photosynthesis 
- and the products of photosynthesis. 

Activity: 3: Practical activities 
1. Experiments to find out the requirements for photosynthesis  

a. Learners do a simple experiment to find out how water moves through the stem to the leaves. 
b. Experiment to find out whether sunlight is necessary 

2. Crush the green grass with white sand, add few drops of alcohol and rub it on a piece of filter paper . 
Observe the colours. 

Activity: 4: Presentations 
·  Use different texts, read articles and find out about the importance of photosynthesis. 
·  Present a written report on the importance of photosynthesis 
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Lesson Plan 

 

                                                                                         Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                                                            
Grade:  8 
Duration:  2 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Earth and beyond 
Context: The Solar System 
Core knowledge and concepts: Gravity & the position of Planets in the orbit                                             
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
Social Sciences (Geography)  

LO 1 : geographic enquiry 
Mathematics  

LO 2 : measurement 
                                             

Selected Los and ASs Learning and teaching activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations and collects 
data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
AS: Categorise information 
 
 

Activity 1 
Step 1 
 
Learners work in groups: 
They tie the strings according to the 
instructions given in the worksheet. 
Step 2 
 
They swing the balls and observe the different 
forces between the two balls. Record their 
observation in the worksheet 
 
Step 3 
Teacher explains: 
The results will help to construct science 
knowledge that: the shorter the distance 
between any two bodies, the greater the force. 
 

 
 
 
 
Question and answer 
Written work 
Practical activity 
presentations 
assignments 
Translation 
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Worksheet 
 

·  Work in groups of five learners  
·  Put all the rubber bands (five) around 

the tennis ball then the other end of the 
string to the ball. 

·  Swing the ball around above your head. 
·  Imagine you are part of the solar 

system, what part do you represent? 
·  What does the ball represent and what 

does the string represent? 
·  Swing the ball again and when it is 

swinging smoothly let go of the string – 
be careful not to break the window or 
hurt someone! 

·  What have you now demonstrated? 
 
Teacher explains the position of planets in the 
solar system 
 
Activity 2 
 

·  Now make 2 holes in the ping-pong 
ball. 

·  Push the string through both holes and 
make a knot in the string to keep the 
ball in place. 

·  Swing it above your head. Is it easy to 
swing? 

Why is it easier to swing the tennis ball than 
the ping-pong ball? 
Teacher explains gravitational force and 
discusses the answers in the worksheet. 

 Resources: ping-pong ball, tennis ball, ruler, 1.5m string, 5 rubber bands, text books 
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Expanded opportunities 

·  Swing a “spacecraft” in orbit. 
·  Learners half fill a can of coke with water and tie a string on 

the sides as shown. Predict what will happen. 
·  Let them swing it. 

 
 
 
 
OBSERVATION QUESTIONS: 

·  Swing the can faster. What difference do you notice in the 
force you must exert on the string? 

Why does the water not fall out of the can?   

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
 
 
 

 
ACTIVITY 1 AND 2: POSSIBLE ANSWERS 
 

·  The learner represents the sun. 
·  The ball represents planet earth. 
·  The string represents the gravitational force between the two bodies. 
·  The effect of gravitational force on planets. 
·   

                  i.e. the sun pulls planets towards its centre. 
                        This keeps the planets in the orbit constantly. 

·  No. The distance between the tennis ball and the learner is shorter than that of the ping-pong ball. 
·  The shorter the distance between any two bodies, the greater the force. 

 
 
EXTENDED OPPORTUNITIES: POSSIBLE ANSWERS 
 

·  The faster the can goes, the greater the force on the string. 
·  To keep the can going in a circle requires a greater force from your hand. 
·  The force of the can on the water is much greater than gravity, so long as the can is moving fast. 
·  The water in the can would travel in a straight line from the edge of the circle if the string broke. The can is pulling the water towards the centre so that 

it actually goes around in a circle. 
 
 

 

Coke  
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Lesson Plan 
 

                                                                                          Learning area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                                   
Grade 9 
Duration:           3 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Life and Living 
  
Context 
Core knowledge and concepts: 
·  Physical changes as humans age; puberty: body ready for sexual reproduction 
·  Conception 

�  changes in the mother’s body 
effect on future health of unborn babies 
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
                                                                                  Prior knowledge: Human reproduction   
Selected Los and ASs Learning and teaching activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations and collects 
data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  

Learning activities: 
Learners will: 
·  discuss changes that take place in the 

bodies of humans (male and female) as 
they age 

·  find information from various sources on 
physical changes as humans age 

·  Draw a chart showing human life stages 
·  Find out how conception occurs and 

describe changes in the body of mother 

Forms of assessment:  
presentations 
assignments 
Translation 
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AS: Interprets information:  
AS: Categorise information 
 
LO3: Science, society and environment 
AS1 Science as a human endeavour 
Compare and interpret differing events 

during conception 
Identify habits that may be harmful to an 
unborn baby 

 Resources:  
charts, books , videos 
 

Expanded opportunities 
Research on the influence of external factors affecting the unborn 
baby 
 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 

Grade: 9                                                                                   Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                                             
Duration:           2 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Life and living 
 Context: Diseases 
Core knowledge and concepts: Transmission of STDs 
how to prevent STDs behaviour choices 

 
 
 
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
                                                                                  Prior knowledge: Human diseases  
 
Selected Los and ASs Learning and teaching activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations and collects 
data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  

Learning activities: 
Learners will: 
·  extract information from the text on 

transmission, treatment and prevention of 
STDs 

·  do research on indigenous knowledge on 
prevention of STDS 

·  discuss behavioural choices  
·  identify nutritional requirements of HIV 

positive people 
·  discuss safety precautions that need to be 

Forms of assessment:  
research projects, assignment, debate/drama 
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AS: Categorise information 
LO3: Science, society and environment 
AS1 Science as a human endeavour 
 

observed when caring for an HIV infected 
person 

 
discuss how society, in general, should relate 
to HIV positive people 

Resources:  
magazines,  clinic / hospital, pamphlets, people, hair clippers 
 
 

Expanded opportunities 
Visits clinics and hospitals to find out about treatment methods. 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 

 

Grade: 9                                                                                                           Learning Area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                                                            
Duration:           2 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
Strand: Life and Living 
 Core knowledge and concepts: 
·  Variation in species 
Variation in human biological characteristics such as skin colour, height, etc. 
Integration: 1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
Selected Los and ASs Learning and teaching activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations and collects 
data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information:  

Learning activities: 
Learners will: 
·  conduct an investigation on  finger prints 

(learners’ finger prints) 
Debate whether skin colour / gender / etc. 
determines human intelligence or not? 

Forms of assessment:  
debate, investigation, research 
 
Questionnaire 

Resources: Resources:  
ink, stamp pad, blank sheets, pictures of different people , scissors, pictures of plants and animals 
Expanded opportunities: 
Study about different ethnic groups 

Teacher reflection: Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
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Lesson Plan 

Grade 9                                                                                       Learning area: Natural Sciences                                                                                                                                            
Duration:           2 hours                                                                                                                                              Date:  Week 1 and 2 
 
Strand: Life and Living 
 
Core knowledge and concepts: 
Natural selection is accelerated by environment changes; this can lead to extinction 
 

 
Integration:   
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking  
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
 AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
                                                                             Prior knowledge: Destruction of ecosystems  
  
LOs and ASs 

Learning and teaching activities: Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts investigations and collects 
data 
AS: Evaluates data and communicates 
findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE:  

Learning activities: 
Learners will: 
·  find out what natural selection is and how it 

leads to extinction 
 
·  be given a text on natural selection and 

required to extract relevant information (led 
by questions given by the teacher) 

 

Forms of assessment:  
research 
translation tasks 
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AS: Recalls meaningful information:  
AS: Interprets information: 
LO3: Science, society and environment 
AS1 Science as a human endeavour 
 
 
Resources: News paper/magazine articles, textbooks, internet, museums   
 
 

Expanded opportunities 
Research on the animals that are extinct.  
Visit museum to learn about extinct animals. 
 

Teacher reflection 
Teachers will note 
·  how the Lesson Plan could have been presented differently 
·  what impacted on experiments done 
·  other examples that may have been used 
·  what was good / weak about the Learning Unit 
concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Lesson Plan 
 

 Grade:  9                                                                                                                     Learning Area: Natural Sciences     Date: Jan-Feb 2009/weeks:1,2,3 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
Duration: 8 Hrs                                    Content in context: Matter 
Integration:  
1.Language  
LO2: Speaking 
LO3: Reading  
LO5: Thinking and reasoning 
AS: Collects and records information in different ways 
2.Technology:  
LO 1: Technological processes and skills 
AS: Chooses possible solutions 
3. Mathematics 
LO 5: Data handling  
 
Selected Los and ASs Learning Activities Details of assessment 

LO 1: SCIENTIFIC 
INVESTIGATIONS 
AS: Plans investigations:  
AS: Conducts 
investigations 
AS: Evaluates data and 
communicates findings 
LO2: CONSTRUCTING 
SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE:  
AS: Recalls meaningful 
information:  
AS: Interprets information:  
L O 3: SCIENCE, 
SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
AS: Understands science 
and technology  

Activity:1 
 
Discusses the different phases of matter 
Teacher explains properties and uses of matter 

·  How small can particle become? e.g dust, mist, flour, talc powder etc 
·  What do particles do? (Move) 

Learners are asked to do a practical activity to observe the movement of particles  
·  Drop a crystal of Potassium permanganate in a beaker of water and observe. 
·  How does smell travel? Spray some perfume in one corner of the room and ask the 

learners to smell on the other corner 
Develop the concept –movement of particles due to space in between particles 
Teacher explains the differences in behaviour of solids, liquids and gases 
Compressing particles -use a cycle pump 
Activity:2 
Learners answer the questions on the worksheet 

·  What do you think everything is made of? 
·  What is matter? 
·  What is mass? 
·  What are atoms? 

 
 
 
Practical activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question and answer 
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·  What makes the element in the periodic table different? 
·  What is the name for the centre of the atom containing the protons and electrons? 
·  What kind of electrical charge do protons, electrons and neutrons have? 

Teacher explains the structure of atom. 
Activity: 3 
Learners define in their own words what an atom is. 
Explain the structure of an atom 
Draw a picture of an atom and label the parts 
 
Activity: 4 
Discuss useful gases- oxygen, hydrogen and Carbon dioxide. 
Activity :5 
Learners find the atomic number of elements- oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide 
Teacher introduces the concept of chemical formula and explains how to write the chemical 
formula for compounds like – sodium chloride, potassium permanganate, water, copper sulphate 
etc. 
E.g. What are the formulae of compounds that form when each set of atoms join together? 

·  One atom of sodium with two atoms chlorine 
·  Two atoms of hydrogen with one atom of oxygen 
·  One atom of calcium with one atom of oxygen 
·  One atom of hydrogen with one atom of nitrogen and three atoms of nitrogen 

 
Learners write formulas for different word equations. 

Teacher introduces the concept balancing of equations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assignment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presentation  
 
 
 
Translation 
 

Resources: dust, mist, flour, talc powder , water, cycle pump, periodic table 
 
 
EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY 
 
Learn more about different types of elements in the Periodic table. 

Teacher Reflection 
Teachers will note 

·  How the lesson plan could have been presented differently 
·  What impacts on practical done 
·  Other examples that may have been used 
·  What was good/weak about the lesson 
·  Concepts that have not been dealt with effectively 
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Grade: 9 Natural Sciences  
Assessment Task: Research Project  
 
Learning Outcome: LO1 – AS2: Conducting investigations and collecting data 
                                          AS3: Evaluating data and communicating findings 
                               LO2 – AS3: Interpreting information 
Strand: Matter and Materials 
 
Activity 1 Assignment 

·  Learners use the different resource materials such as books, internet etc to explain the arrangement of elements in the Periodic Table. 
 
 
Activity: 2 Translations: Refer to the Periodic Table 

·  Draw the structure of an Oxygen atom and a Hydrogen atom 
·  Use different resources provided to gather information on useful gases such as Oxygen, Hydrogen and Carbon dioxide 
·  Collect information from the Periodic Table on Metal elements and non-metal elements  

  
Activity: 3 Presentations 

·   Learners present a written report on the arrangement of atoms in the periodic table. 
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Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Scientific 
procedures and 
reasoning 

Did not use 
appropriate 
scientific tools, 
reference materials 

Attempted to use 
appropriate tools, 
reference materials but 
some information was 
inaccurate 

Effectively used some 
appropriate tools, 
reference materials to 
gather data with only 
minor errors 

Effectively used most of 
appropriate tools, 
reference materials to 
gather and analyze data 

Accurately and proficiently used 
all appropriate tools, reference 
materials to gather and analyze 
data 

Strategies No evidence of a 
strategy or 
procedure, no 
evidence of 
scientific 
reasoning, so 
many errors in the 
process 

Used a strategy that 
was somewhat useful, 
some evidence of 
scientific reasoning, 
attempted to complete 
the process 

Used a strategy that led 
to the completion of 
task, some evidence of 
scientific reasoning, 
attempted to complete 
the process 

Used a strategy that led 
to the completion of task, 
some evidence of 
scientific reasoning, 
attempted to complete 
the process, supported 
results with data 

Used a detailed strategy that led 
to the completion of task, 
demonstrated understanding, 
evidence of scientific reasoning, 
applied scientific method 
accurately, completed the 
process, supported results with 
data 

Scientific 
communication 
/using data 

No explanations, 
explanations 
unrelated to the 
task 

An incomplete 
explanation- out of 
sequence, missing 
steps 

Explanations correct, 
attempted to use 
appropriate scientific 
representations but not 
complete, conclusions 
not supported 

A clear explanation was 
presented, effectively 
used scientific 
representations, 
appropriately used data 
to support conclusions 

Provided clear explanation was 
presented, precisely and 
appropriately used  multiple 
scientific representations, 
interpretation of data to support 
conclusions 

Scientific concepts 
and related 
content 

No 
use/inappropriate 
use of scientific 
terminology, 
inappropriate 
references 

Used some relevant 
scientific terminology, 
minimal reference to 
relevant scientific 
concepts 

Appropriately used 
scientific terminology, 
provided evidence of 
understanding of 
relevant scientific 
concepts 

Most appropriately used 
scientific terminology, 
provided evidence of 
understanding of 
relevant scientific 
concepts 

Precisely and appropriately 
used scientific terminology, 
provided evidence of in depth 
understanding of relevant 
scientific concepts, principles/ 
theories 

 


